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Scene Guidelines 
*Arrange scene partners early 
*Choose several scenes you are interested in (early) 
*No movie or original scripts 
*No style or comedy 
*All scenes are subject to approval 
*Keep physical contact an acceptable, reasonable level 

How to work a Scene 
1. Choose a scene partner. Be aware of possible rehearsal schedule conflicts. 
2. With that scene partner, find a scene (one that interests you – don’t' just settle) and submit 

choices ON TIME! 
3. Come up with a schedule of rehearsal times that work for both of you. 

   4 Read the play ASAP (on your own time) I read scene over and over again 
 5.    Do scene homework before first rehearsal (Unit breakdown/Objectives etc.) 
6. Meet with scene partner and get to work—don’t  talk! 
7. Come up with Ground Plan 
8. Block the scene: Rehearse on your feet. Don’t talk about what you want to do. Do it! 
9. Work on required paperwork together 
10. Memorize lines and Blocking simultaneously 
11. Rehearse - Rehearse - Rehearse 
12. After First showing, instructor will give notes. It is your responsibility to make the necessary changes 

and improvements in the scene before the second showing. No paperwork required for the second 
showing. 

 
Performance  Notes 

*Each scene must have professional introduction: Your names, Play title, Author, Characters, nothing 
more! Don't tell us about the scene! 

*Use the word "Scene" just before the start of the scene and at the scene's conclusion 
*No mime (props should be used, however, NO props may be used in first scene). If you have it, use 

it. If you don't, don't 
*No improvisation in scenes unless you need to cover a mistake or dropped line 
*No stopping scenes in the middle 

        *No calling for lines or having someone "on book" 
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